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1
Trace Pursuit: A General Framework for
Model-Free Variable Selection
Abstract
We propose trace pursuit for model-free variable selection under the sufficient
dimension reduction paradigm. Two distinct algorithms are proposed: stepwise
trace pursuit and forward trace pursuit. Stepwise trace pursuit achieves selection
consistency with fixed p, and is readily applicable in the challenging setting with
p > n. Forward trace pursuit can serve as an initial screening step to speed up the
computation in the case of ultrahigh dimensionality. The screening consistency
property of forward trace pursuit based on sliced inverse regression is established.
Finite sample performances of trace pursuit and other model-free variable selection
methods are compared through numerical studies.
Key Words: directional regression, sliced average variance estimation, selection
consistency, sliced inverse regression, stepwise regression.
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1. Introduction
Contemporary statistical analysis often encounters high dimensional datasets that
are routinely collected in a wide range of research areas, where the predictor dimension-
ality may easily dominate the relatively small sample size. To include the significant
variables and exclude the insignificant variables at the same time, the paradigm of vari-
able selection has seen much progress in recent years. Many popular variable selection
procedures are developed under the linear model or the generalized linear model frame-
work, such as nonnegative garrotte (Breiman, 1995), LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996), SCAD
(Fan and Li, 2001), adaptive LASSO (Zou, 2006), group LASSO (Yuan and Lin, 2006),
Dantzig selector (Cande´s and Tao, 2007), and MCP (Zhang, 2010).
Let X = (x1, · · · , xp)T be the predictor and Y be the scalar response. Model-free
variable selection aims to find the index set A such that
Y XAc|XA, (1.1)
where stands for independence, Ac is the complement of A in the index set I =
{1, · · · , p}, XA = {xi : i ∈ A}, and XAc = {xi : i ∈ Ac}. Condition (1.1) implies
that XA contains all the active predictors in terms of predicting Y . Ideally, we want to
find the smallest index set A satisfying (1.1), in which case no inactive predictors are
included in XA. Model-free variable selection is closely related to sufficient dimension
reduction (Li, 1991; Cook, 1998), which aims to find subspace S such that
Y X|PSX. (1.2)
Here P(·) denotes the projection operator with respect to the standard inner product.
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Under mild conditions (Yin et al., 2008), the intersection of all S satisfying (1.2) still
satisfies (1.2). We call this intersection the central space and denote it by SY |X. The
dimension of SY |X is called the structural dimension and we denote it by q with q < p.
Some popular sufficient dimension reduction methods in the literature include sliced
inverse regression (SIR) (Li, 1991), sliced average variance estimation (SAVE) (Cook
and Weisberg, 1991), and directional regression (Li and Wang, 2007).
There are two distinct approaches in the literature for model-free variable selection:
the sparse sufficient dimension reduction approach and the hypothesis testing approach.
By noting that many dimension reduction methods could be reformulated as a least
squares problem, Li (2007) proposed sparse sufficient dimension reduction by combin-
ing sufficient dimension reduction with penalized least squares. Other sparse dimension
reduction methods include shrinkage SIR (Ni et al., 2005), constrained canonical corre-
lation (Zhou and He, 2008), and regularized SIR (Li and Yin, 2008). While traditional
sufficient dimension reduction finds linear combinations of all the original variables,
sparse sufficient dimension reduction achieves dimension reduction and variable selec-
tion simultaneously. The state of the art method in this category is the coordinate-
independent sparse dimension reduction (CISE) (Chen et al., 2010), where a subspace-
oriented penalty is proposed such that the resulting central space has the same sparsity
structure regardless of the chosen basis of SY |X. Although it enjoys the oracle property
that it performs asymptotically as well as if the true irrelevant predictors were known,
CISE is not applicable when p is larger than the sample size n.
Model-free variable selection through sufficient dimension reduction can also be im-
plemented under the hypothesis testing framework. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume the active index set A = {1, · · · , K} for ease of demonstration. Then (1.1) is
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equivalent to PHSY |X = Op, where H = Span
{
(0(p−K)×K , Ip−K)
T
}
is the subspace of Rp
corresponding to the coordinates of the inactive predictors, and Op denotes the origin
in Rp. To test H0 : PHSY |X = Op versus Ha : PHSY |X 6= Op, Cook (2004) proposed the
marginal coordinate hypothesis test based on SIR, and a similar test based on SAVE
was developed in Shao et al. (2007). Backward elimination for variable selection based
on such tests is discussed in Li et al. (2005). However, these tests rely on an initial
estimator of the central space SY |X via SIR or SAVE, which is not available when p > n.
To achieve model-free variable selection with p > n, Zhong el al. (2012) proposed
correlation pursuit (COP). COP looks for a subset of variables in X to maximize an
objective function, which measures the correlation between the transformed response Y
and the projections of X. COP is based on SIR and inherits the limitations of SIR.
Namely, COP may miss significant predictors linked to the response through quadratic
functions or interactions. More recently, Jiang and Liu (2013) proposed a likelihood
ratio test based procedure named SIR with interaction detection (SIRI). SIRI includes a
special case that is asymptotically equivalent to COP, and it extends COP by detecting
significant predictors that appear in interactions. Both COP and SIRI involve estimation
of the structural dimension q of SY |X, which is known as order determination in the
sufficient dimension reduction literature. Order determination in the p > n setting is
a challenging issue, and the performances of COP and SIRI may deteriorate when the
structural dimension q can not be accurately estimated.
We propose trace pursuit as a novel approach for model-free variable selection in
this paper. Based on the newly designed method-specific (SIR, SAVE, or directional
regression) trace tests, we first extend the classical stepwise regression in linear models
and propose a stepwise trace pursuit (STP) algorithm for model-free variable selection.
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STP iterates between adding one predictor from outside the working index set F and
deleting one predictor from within F . Furthermore, we mimic the forward regression in
the linear model setting and propose the forward trace pursuit (FTP) algorithm. After
finding a solution path by adding one predictor into the model at a time, a modified BIC
criterion provides a chosen model that is guaranteed to include all important predictors.
Finally, our two-stage hybrid trace pursuit (HTP) algorithm uses FTP for initial vari-
able screening, which is followed by STP for the refined variable selection at the second
stage. While SIR-based HTP might miss some significant predictors involved only in
interactions and SAVE-based HTP may miss significant predictors that is linked to the
response through a linear function, HTP based on directional regression can successfully
detect predictors in a wide range of models. Compared with existing methods in the
literature, the trace pursuit: (1) can be combined with different existing sufficient dimen-
sion reduction methods to detect significant predictors linked through various unknown
functions to the response; (2) does not rely on estimation of the structural dimension q;
(3) is designed to deal with the challenging p > n setting; (4) provides a unified frame-
work for model-free variable screening through FTP and model-free variable selection
through STP. The selection consistency of the STP algorithms as well as the screening
consistency property of the SIR-based FTP algorithm are established.
The paper is organized as follows. We first propose the SIR-based trace test and
then extend it to SAVE-based and directional regression-based trace tests in Section 2.
The asymptotic distributions of the proposed test statistics are discussed in Section 3.
The STP algorithm and its selection consistency property are developed in Section 4.
FTP for screening and HTP for two-stage model-free variable selection are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 provides some numerical studies including a real data analysis.
Section 7 concludes the paper with some discussions.
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2. Principle of the trace test
2.1. Some preliminaries
We briefly review three popular sufficient dimension reduction methods, SIR, SAVE
and directional regression. Without loss of generality, assume E(X) = 0 and E(Y ) = 0.
Let Var(X) = Σ and Z = Σ−1/2X denotes the standardized predictor. Suppose β ∈ Rp×q
is the basis of SY |X and η ∈ Rp×q is the basis of the Z-scaled central space SY |Z. Let
{J1, . . . , JH} be a measurable partition of ΩY , the sample space of Y . The kernel matrix
of the classical SIR (Li, 1991) is defined asMSIR = Var {E(Z|Y ∈ Jh)}. Under the linear
conditional mean (LCM) assumption that
E(X|βTX) is a linear function of βTX, (2.1)
we have Span(MSIR) ⊆ SY |Z. Here Span(M) denotes the column space of M. Under
the additional constant conditional variance (CCV) assumption that
Var(X|βTX) is nonrandom, (2.2)
Cook and Weisberg (1991) demonstrate that Span(MSAVE) ⊆ SY |Z, where MSAVE =
E {Ip − Var(Z|Y ∈ Jh)}2 is the kernel matrix for SAVE. When X is normal, both LCM
and CCV assumptions are satisfied. For nonnormal predictor X, please refer to Cook
and Nachtsheim (1994), Cook and Li (2009), Li and Dong (2009), Dong and Li (2010).
It is well-known that SIR and SAVE are complement to each other in both the re-
gression and the classification settings. SIR works better when the link function between
the continuous response and the predictor is monotone, or when there is location shift
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between different categories of the discrete response. SAVE, on the other hand, is more
effective with U-shaped link function or detecting scale difference. Directional regression
is designed to combine the strength of SIR and SAVE. For kernel matrix
MDR = 2E{E2(ZZT |Y ∈ Jh)}+ 2E2{E(Z|Y ∈ Jh)ET (Z|Y ∈ Jh)}
+ 2E{ET (Z|Y ∈ Jh)E(Z|Y ∈ Jh)}E{E(Z|Y ∈ Jh)ET (Z|Y ∈ Jh)} − 2Ip,
Li and Wang (2007) prove that Span(MDR) ⊆ SY |Z under assumptions (2.1) and (2.2).
2.2. SIR-based trace test
We state the principle of the SIR-based trace test in this section. For working index
set F and index j ∈ F c, we want to test
H0 : Y xj |XF v.s. Ha : Y is not independent of xj given XF . (2.3)
Denote Rh = I(Y ∈ Jh), ph = E(Rh), and Uh = E(X|Y ∈ Jh). The kernel matrix
for SIR can be rewritten as MSIR = Σ−1/2
(∑H
h=1 phUhU
T
h
)
Σ−1/2. For any index set
F , denote XF = {xi : i ∈ F}, Var(XF) = ΣF , and UF ,h = E(XF |Y ∈ Jh). We mimic
MSIR and define MSIRF as
MSIRF = Σ
−1/2
F
(
H∑
h=1
phUF ,hU
T
F ,h
)
Σ
−1/2
F . (2.4)
Recall that A denotes the active index set satisfying Y XAc|XA, and I = {1, . . . , p}
denotes the full index set. We have the following key observation.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose the LCM assumption (2.1) holds true. Then for any index
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set F such that A ⊆ F ⊆ I, we have tr(MSIRA ) = tr(MSIRF ) = tr(MSIR).
Proposition 2.1 suggests that we use tr(MSIRF ) to capture the strength of relationship
between Y and XF . Denote F ∪ j as the index set of j together with all the indices
in F . Given that XF is already in the model, we will see that the trace difference
tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF ) can be used to test the contribution of the additional variable xj
to Y . The following subset LCM assumption is required before we state the main result,
E(xj |XF) is a linear function of XF for any F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c. (2.5)
Assumption (2.5) is parallel to the LCM assumption (2.1), and both are satisfied when
X is elliptically contour distributed. The principle of the SIR-based trace test is stated
in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Assume the subset LCM assumption (2.5) holds true. Then for F ⊂ I
and j ∈ F c, we have
1. tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF ) =
∑H
h=1 phγ
2
j|F ,h, where γj|F ,h = E(γj|F |Y ∈ Jh) with xj|F =
xj − E(xj |XF), σ2j|F = Var(xj|F), and γj|F = xj|F/σj|F .
2. tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF ) = 0 given that A ⊆ F .
Part 1 of Theorem 2.1 provides the explicit formula to calculate the trace difference
between MSIRF∪j and M
SIR
F . Part 2 of Theorem 2.1 states that the trace difference is zero
when the working index set F contains the active set A.
The idea of using trace difference is similar to the extra sums of squares test in the
classical multiple linear regression setting. Zhong et al. (2012) suggest a related test in
the COP algorithm. Given the structural dimension q, denote the largest q eigenvalues
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of MSIRF∪j as λ
(k)
F∪j , and the largest q eigenvalues of M
SIR
F as λ
(k)
F , k = 1, . . . , q. COP is
based on the key quantity
∑q
k=1(1−λ(k)F∪j)−1(λ(k)F∪j −λ(k)F ). The COP test reduces to the
trace test with tr(MSIRF∪j)−tr(MSIRF ) if we drop the scaling factor (1−λ(k)F∪j)−1 and assume
both MSIRF∪j and M
SIR
F have rank q. Compared with the COP test, the SIR-based trace
test does not involve estimating q. While COP can not be easily extended to dimension
reduction methods other than SIR, the trace test is a versatile framework and can be
combined with methods other than SIR, as we will see next.
2.3. SAVE-based and directional regression-based trace tests
Note thatMSAVE can be rewritten as
∑H
h=1 ph{Σ−1/2(Σ−Vh+UhUTh )Σ−1/2}2 with
Vh = E(XX
T |Y ∈ Jh). Denote VF ,h = E(XFXTF |Y ∈ Jh) and define
MSAVEF =
H∑
h=1
ph{Σ−1/2F (ΣF −VF ,h +UF ,hUTF ,h)Σ−1/2F }2.
For the purpose of sufficient dimension reduction, it is well-known that SAVE requires
the CCV assumption (2.2) in addition to the LCM assumption (2.1) required by SIR.
In a parallel fashion, our SAVE-based trace test relies on the following subset CCV
assumption together with the subset LCM assumption (2.5),
Var(xj |XF) is nonrandom for any F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c. (2.6)
Assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) are common in the sufficient dimension reduction literature.
Meanwhile, assumptions (2.5) and (2.6) have been used in Zhong et al. (2012) and
Jiang and Liu (2013) for SIR based model-free variable selection. All four conditions are
satisfied when X is normal. The next theorem states the principle of the SAVE-based
trace test.
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Theorem 2.2. Assume the subset LCM assumption (2.5) and the subset CCV assump-
tion (2.6) hold true. Then for F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c, we have
1. tr(MSAVEF∪j ) − tr(MSAVEF ) =
∑H
h=1 ph{(1 − ζj|F ,h + γ2j|F ,h)2 + 2φTj|F ,hφj|F ,h}, where
φj|F ,h = Σ
−1/2
F
{
UF ,hγj|F ,h −E(XFγj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
}
and ζj|F ,h = E(γ
2
j|F |Y ∈ Jh).
2. tr(MSAVEF∪j )− tr(MSAVEF ) = 0 given that A ⊆ F .
For directional regression-based trace test, define
MDRF = 2
H∑
h=1
ph(Σ
−1/2
F VF ,hΣ
−1/2
F )
2 + 2
(
H∑
h=1
phΣ
−1/2
F UF ,hU
T
F ,hΣ
−1/2
F
)2
+ 2
(
H∑
h=1
phU
T
F ,hΣ
−1
F UF ,h
)(
H∑
h=1
phΣ
−1/2
F UF ,hU
T
F ,hΣ
−1/2
F
)
− 2I|F|,
where |F| denotes the cardinality of F . The directional regression-based trace test relies
on the next theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Assume the subset LCM assumption (2.5) and the subset CCV assump-
tion (2.6) hold true. Then for F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c, we have
1. tr(MDRF∪j)−tr(MDRF ) = 2
∑H
h=1 ph
(
(1− ζj|F ,h)2 + 2νTj|F ,hνj|F ,h
)
+4̺2j|F +4ι
T
j|Fιj|F+
4κF̺j|F , where νj|F ,h = Σ
−1/2
F E(XFγj|F |Y ∈ Jh), ιj|F ,h = Σ−1/2F UF ,hγj|F ,h, ιj|F =∑H
h=1 phιj|F ,h, ̺j|F =
∑H
h=1 phγ
2
j|F ,h, and κF =
∑H
h=1 phU
T
F ,hΣ
−1
F UF ,h.
2. tr(MDRF∪j)− tr(MDRF ) = 0 given that A ⊆ F .
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate that the trace test can be a general framework.
Unlike COP, trace tests do not require estimation of the structural dimension q, and
they can be combined with sufficient dimension reduction methods other than SIR.
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3. Asymptotic distributions of the trace test statistics
Given an i.i.d. sample (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, we develop the asymptotic distribution
of the sample level trace test statistics. The asymptotic results in this section are
developed with fixed |F| when n goes to infinity. For the SIR-based test, we have
Theorem 3.1. Suppose X has finite fourth order moment, and the subset LCM assump-
tion (2.5) holds true. Then under H0 : Y xj |XF , j ∈ F c, we have
T SIRj|F −→
H∑
k=1
ωSIRj|F ,kχ
2
1, where T
SIR
j|F = n
{
tr(MˆSIRF∪j)− tr(MˆSIRF )
}
.
Here ωSIRj|F ,1 ≥ . . . ≥ ωSIRj|F ,H are the eigenvalues of ΩSIRj|F defined in the Appendix.
The test statistic T SIRj|F can be calculated as n
∑H
h=1 pˆhγˆ
2
j|F ,h, where pˆh and γˆj|F ,h
are sample counterparts of ph and γj|F ,h defined in Theorem 2.1. Since we assume
E(X) = 0 for the population level development, γˆj|F ,h is calculated based on centered
predictors. Let X˜i = (x˜i1, . . . , x˜ip)
T = Xi −
∑n
i=1Xi/n be the centered version of Xi.
Denote Ri,h = I(Yi ∈ Jh), pˆh =
∑n
i=1Ri,h/n, X˜i(F) = {x˜ij : j ∈ F}, and UˆF ,h =∑n
i=1 X˜i(F)Ri,h/(npˆh). Let En(x˜j |X˜F) be the sample estimator of E(x˜j |X˜F). Further
denote xˆij|F = x˜ij − En(x˜j |X˜F), σˆ2j|F =
∑n
i=1 xˆ
2
ij|F/n − (
∑n
i=1 xˆij|F)
2/n2, and γˆij|F =
xˆij|F/σˆj|F . Then we have γˆj|F ,h =
∑n
i=1 γˆij|FRi,h/(npˆh).
The next two Theorems provide the asymptotic distribution for the SAVE-based and
directional regression-based trace test statistics respectively.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose X has finite fourth order moment. Assume the subset LCM
assumption (2.5) and the subset CCV assumption (2.6) hold true. Then under H0 :
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Y xj |XF , j ∈ F c, we have
T SAVEj|F −→
(|F|+1)H∑
k=1
ωSAVEj|F ,k χ
2
1, where T
SAVE
j|F = n
{
tr(MˆSAVEF∪j )− tr(MˆSAVEF )
}
.
Here ωSAVEj|F ,1 ≥ . . . ≥ ωSAVEj|F ,(|F|+1)H are the eigenvalues of ΩSAVEj|F defined in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose X has finite fourth order moment. Assume the subset LCM
assumption (2.5) and the subset CCV assumption (2.6) hold true. Then under H0 :
Y xj |XF , j ∈ F c, we have
TDRj|F −→
2|F|(H+1)∑
k=1
ωDRj|F ,kχ
2
1, where T
DR
j|F = n
{
tr(MˆDRF∪j)− tr(MˆDRF )
}
.
Here ωDRj|F ,1 ≥ . . . ≥ ωDRj|F ,2|F|(H+1) are the eigenvalues of ΩDRj|F defined in the Appendix.
From Theorem 2.2, we know T SAVEj|F can be calculated as n
∑H
h=1 pˆh{(1 − ζˆj|F ,h +
γˆ2j|F ,h)
2+2φˆ
T
j|F ,hφˆj|F ,h}. From Theorem 2.3, we know TDRj|F can be calculated as 4n ˆ̺2j|F+
4nιˆTj|F ιˆj|F + 4nκˆF ˆ̺j|F + 2n
∑H
h=1 pˆh
(
(1− ζˆj|F ,h)2 + 2νˆTj|F ,hνˆj|F ,h
)
. To approximate the
asymptotic distribution under H0, we use estimated weights ωˆ
SIR
j|F ,k, ωˆ
SAVE
j|F ,k and ωˆ
DR
j|F ,k.
The detailed forms of these sample estimators are provided in the Appendix.
4. The stepwise trace pursuit algorithm
We provide the stepwise trace pursuit (STP) algorithm and its selection consistency
property in this section. For the ease of presentation, the following stepwise algorithm
is based on the SIR-based trace test. The STP algorithms for SAVE and directional
regression can be defined in a parallel fashion.
(a) Initialization. Set the initial working set to be F = ∅.
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(b) Forward addition. Find index aF such that
aF = arg max
j∈Fc
tr
(
MˆSIRF∪j
)
. (4.1)
If T SIRaF |F = n{tr
(
MˆSIRF∪aF
)− tr(MˆSIRF )} > c¯SIR, update F to be F ∪ aF .
(c) Backward deletion. Find index dF such that
dF = arg max
j∈F
tr
(
MˆSIRF\j
)
. (4.2)
If T SIRdF |{F\dF} = n{tr
(
MˆSIRF
)− tr(MˆSIRF\dF )} < cSIR, update F to be F\dF .
(d) Repeat steps (b) and (c) until no predictors can be added or deleted.
We provide some additional insight about the key quantity tr(MSIRF∪j) − tr(MSIRF )
before we study the selection consistency property of the SIR-based STP algorithm.
Recall that A is the true set of significant predictors, q denotes the structural dimension
of the central space SY |X, and MSIR = Var {E(Z|Y ∈ Jh)} has q nonzero eigenvalues
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λq with η1, . . . ,ηq as the corresponding eigenvectors. Denote βi = Σ−1/2ηi =
(βi,1, . . . , βi,p)
T for i = 1, . . . , q, and let βmin = minj∈A
√∑q
i=1 β
2
i,j .
Proposition 4.1. Assume Span(β1, . . . ,βq) = SY |X and the subset LCM assumption
(2.5) holds true. Then for any F such that F c ∩A 6= ∅, we have
max
j∈Fc∩A
{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )} ≥ λqλ−1max(Σ)λ2min(Σ)β2min,
where λmax(Σ) and λmin(Σ) are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of Σ respectively.
We have seen in Theorem 2.1 that tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF ) = 0 when A ⊆ F . Proposi-
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tion 4.1 implies that when A does not belong to F , the maximum of tr(MSIRF∪j)−tr(MSIRF )
over j ∈ F c∩A is greater than 0. In the linear regression setting, βmin can be explained
as the minimum signal strength, and it is common to assume that βmin does not decrease
to 0 too fast when n goes to infinity. This motivates us to assume that there exist ς > 0
and 0 < ξmin < 1/2 such that
min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )} > ςn−ξmin . (4.3)
Theorem 4.1. Suppose X has finite fourth order moment, condition (2.5) and condition
(4.3) hold true.
1. If we set 0 < c¯SIR < ςn1−ξmin/2, then as n→∞,
Pr( min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
T SIRj|F > c¯
SIR)→ 1.
2. If we set cSIR > Cn1−ξmin for any C > 0, then as n→∞,
Pr( max
F :Fc∩A=∅
min
j∈F
T SIRj|{F\j} < c
SIR)→ 1.
Part 1 of Theorem 4.1 implies that the addition step will not stop until all significant
predictors are selected. Part 2 implies that the deletion step of the algorithm will not
stop if the current selection includes any insignificant relevant predictors. Together,
they guarantee the selection consistency of the STP algorithm for SIR. To guarantee the
selection consistency of the STP algorithms for SAVE and the directional regression,
condition (4.3) in Theorem 4.1 has to be updated accordingly. We leave the details to
the Appendix. Note that the STP algorithm is directly applicable even with p > n. All
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we need is that |F| < n for all iterations of the algorithm.
Condition (4.3) relates closely to the concept of exhaustiveness in the literature of
sufficient dimension reduction. To fix the idea, consider a toy example Y = x21 and xi
is i.i.d. N(0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , p. It’s easy to see that tr(MSIRF∪{1})− tr(MSIRF ) = 0 for any
F , and condition (4.3) is violated. We expect the SIR-based STP algorithm to underfit
when condition (4.3) is not satisfied.
5. The forward trace pursuit algorithm
To determine the index aF in the addition step of the STP algorithm, we need to go
over all possible candidate indices in F c and compare a total of p − |F| test statistics,
which may lead to overwhelming computation burden when p is large. This motivates
us to consider the forward trace pursuit (FTP) algorithm as an initial screening step.
The SIR-based FTP algorithm is described as follows.
(a) Initialization. Set S(0) = ∅.
(b) Forward addition. For k ≥ 1, S(k−1) is given at the beginning of the kth iteration.
For every j ∈ I\S(k−1), compute tr(MˆSIR
S(k−1)∪j
)
, and find ak such that
ak = arg max
j∈I\S(k−1)
tr
(
MˆSIRS(k−1)∪j
)
.
(c) Solution path. Repeat step (b) n times, to get a sequence of n nested candidate
models. Denote the solution path as S = {S(k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}, where S(k) =
{a1, . . . , ak}.
To study the theoretical property of forward trace pursuit based on SIR, we assume
the following set of conditions.
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(C1) Assume that the predictor X is normally distributed.
(C2) Assume that there exist two positive constant τmin and τmax, such that τmin <
λmin(Σ) < λmax(Σ) < τmax <∞.
(C3) Assume condition (4.3) holds true, and there exist constants ξ and ξ0, such that
log p ≤ ̟nξ, |A| ≤ ̟nξ0, and ξ + 2ξmin + 2ξ0 < 1.
(C1) and (C2) are commonly used conditions in high dimensional sparse covariance
estimation and variable screening problems. Wang (2009) assumed (C1) and (C2) to
study the sure screening property of forward linear regression. Condition (C3) allows
both the predictor dimensionality p and the number of significant predictors |A| go to
infinity as n goes to infinity. Note that (C1) implies condition (2.5). Denote [t] as the
smallest integer no less than t. We state the screening consistency of the SIR-based FTP
algorithm next.
Theorem 5.1. Assume conditions (C1)-(C3) hold true. Then as n→ ∞ and p → ∞,
the solution path of the SIR-based FTP algorithm satisfies
Pr
(
A ⊂ S([2Hς−1̟nξ0+ξmin ])
)
→ 1.
Theorem 5.1 guarantees that the FTP based on SIR enjoys the sure screening prop-
erty in a model free setting, which extends the theoretical developments in Wang (2009).
Moreover, Theorem 5.1 implies that with n going to infinity, only a finite number of iter-
ations is needed in the FTP algorithm to recover the set A of true significant predictors
if the dimension of the true model is finite with ξ0 = ξmin = 0. The proof of Theorem 5.1
requires delicate asymptotic analysis and is relegated to the Appendix. The FTP al-
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gorithm based on SAVE or the directional regression can be developed parallel to SIR.
Their screening consistency properties are left for future investigation.
To choose one model from the entire solution path S = {S(k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}, we follow
Chen and Chen (2008) and define the modified BIC criterion
BIC(F) = − log
{
tr(MˆSIRF )
}
+ n−1|F| (log n+ 2 log p) . (5.1)
The candidate model S(mˆ) is selected with mˆ = argmin1≤k≤nBIC(S(k)). The next result
states that the selected model enjoys the screening consistency property.
Theorem 5.2. Assume conditions (C1)-(C3) hold true. Then as n→ ∞ and p → ∞,
Pr
(A ⊂ S(mˆ))→ 1.
Theorem 5.2 suggests we use BIC to determine the model size of the FTP algorithm
in a data driven manner. The hybrid trace pursuit (HTP) algorithm combines FTP as
the initial screening step and STP as the refined selection step. More specifically, the
SIR-based HTP algorithm works as follows.
(a) Perform SIR-based FTP and get solution path S = {S(k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
(b) Based on BIC criterion (5.1), select S(mˆ) with mˆ = argmin1≤k≤nBIC(S(k)).
(c) Perform the SIR-based STP, where the full index set I = {1, . . . , p} is updated to
the screened index set S(mˆ).
The HTP algorithms for SAVE and the directional regression can be implemented sim-
ilarly, and the details are omitted.
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6. Numerical studies
The proposed HTP algorithms are compared with existing model-free variable selec-
tion methods in this section. The screening performances of the FTP algorithms are
evaluated as well.
6.1. Simulation studies
We consider the following models:
I : Y = sgn(x1 + xp) exp(x2 + xp−1) + ǫ,
II : Y = 2x21x
2
p − 2x22x2p−1 + ǫ,
III : Y = x41 − x4p + 3 exp(.8x2 + .6xp−1) + ǫ.
Unless specified otherwise, we set X = (x1, . . . , xp)
T to be multivariate normal with
E(X) = 0 and Var(X) = Σ, and ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2) is independent of X. The structural
dimensions for Models I to III are respectively q = 2, 4 and 3. The index set of significant
predictors for all the three models is A = {1, 2, p− 1, p}. In all the simulation studies,
we set σ = .2, the sample size n = 300, the number of slices H = 4. Consider three
settings of p: p = 10 for small dimensionality, p = 100 for moderate dimensionality, and
p = 1000 for high dimensionality. Denote the (i, j)th entry of Σ as ρ|i−j|, and in the
simulations, ρ = 0 is with uncorrelated predictors and ρ = .5 with correlated predictors.
When the SIR-based STP algorithm described in Section 4 is implemented, the
threshold values c¯SIR and cSIR cannot be easily determined as they depend on unknown
rate ξmin relative to the sample size. Denote D
SIR
j|F as the weighted χ
2 distribution under
H0 : Y xj |XF in Theorem 3.1. It is easier in practice to choose quantiles of DSIRj|F as
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the threshold values for the test statistics T SIRaF |F and T
SIR
dF |{F\dF}
. Recall the definitions of
aF and dF in (4.1) and (4.2). For the forward addition step, F is updated to be F ∪ aF
if T SIRaF |F > D
SIR
α,aF |F
, the αth upper quantile of DSIRaF |F . Similarly, in the backward deletion
step, F is updated to be F\dF if T SIRdF |{F\dF} < DSIRα,dF |{F\dF}, the αth upper quantile of
DSIRdF |{F\dF}. Jiang and Liu (2013) suggest trying α over the grid points in the interval
(0, 1), and determining the final α by the cross validation. For ease of implementation,
we set the level of α as .1p−1 in all the simulation studies. We follow Bentler and
Xie (2000) to approximate the αth upper quantile of a weighted χ2 distribution. Other
approximations, such as Field (1993), Cook and Setodji (2003), can be used as well. The
STP algorithms based on SAVE and directional regression are carried out in a similar
fashion.
We examine the performances of the HTP algorithms for variable selection in Tables
1 to 5. The HTP algorithms that are based on SIR, SAVE and the directional regression
are denoted by HTP-SIR, HTP-SAVE and HTP-DR respectively. Based on the N = 100
repetitions, we report the underfitted count (UF), the correctly fitted count (CF), the
overfitted count (OF), and the average model size (MS). Let Â(i) be the estimated active
set in the ith repetition and define
UF =
N∑
i=1
I(A 6⊆ Â(i)), CF =
N∑
i=1
I(A = Â(i)),
OF =
N∑
i=1
I(A ⊂ Â(i)), and MS = N−1
N∑
i=1
|Â(i)|.
The selection performance of Model I is summarized in Table 1. This model favors
SIR as Y is monotone of the two linear combinations x1 + xp and x2 + xp−1. HTP-SIR
works very well for this model, as condition (4.3) is satisfied here. The performance of
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Table 1: Comparison among three HTP algorithms for Model I.
ρ = 0 ρ = .5
Model Method p UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS
10 0 100 0 4.00 0 100 0 4.00
HTP-SIR 100 0 100 0 4.00 0 100 0 4.00
1000 0 100 0 4.00 0 100 0 4.00
10 9 59 32 4.31 4 39 57 4.00
I HTP-SAVE 100 32 0 68 20.53 46 1 53 18.14
1000 90 0 10 18.93 91 0 9 15.59
10 0 98 2 4.02 0 99 1 4.01
HTP-DR 100 0 95 5 4.07 0 93 7 4.08
1000 0 96 4 4.04 0 94 6 4.08
Table 2: Comparison among three HTP algorithms for Model II.
ρ = 0 ρ = .5
Model Method p UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS
10 100 0 0 .31 100 0 0 .24
HTP-SIR 100 100 0 0 .13 100 0 0 .08
1000 100 0 0 .03 100 0 0 .03
10 2 97 1 3.99 2 94 4 4.02
II HTP-SAVE 100 3 53 44 4.63 3 50 47 4.71
1000 3 48 49 4.79 7 41 52 4.95
10 3 95 2 3.99 3 93 4 4.01
HTP-DR 100 2 56 42 4.70 3 46 51 4.77
1000 7 44 49 4.76 7 45 48 4.91
HTP-SIR keeps up with diverging p, which validates our theoretical finding in Theorem
5.2. We know from the sufficient dimension reduction literature that SAVE is not efficient
when predictors are linked to the response through monotone functions. We see that
HTP-SAVE has very unstable performances, which either underfits or overfits with a
large probability. HTP-DR performs similarly to HTP-SIR, and fits correctly with a
dominant probability.
Table 2 reports the performance of HTP methods for Model II, which favors SAVE
as Y depends on quadratic functions x21, x
2
2, x
2
p−1 and x
2
p. HTP-SAVE works reasonably
well for this model. It correctly recovers A with a dominant probability when p = 10.
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Table 3: Comparison among three HTP algorithms for Model III.
ρ = 0 ρ = .5
Model Method p UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS
10 100 0 0 2.07 100 0 0 2.23
HTP-SIR 100 100 0 0 2.58 100 0 0 3.56
1000 100 0 0 6.34 100 0 0 6.56
10 4 33 63 5.14 7 45 48 4.61
III HTP-SAVE 100 47 8 45 12.42 36 6 58 8.43
1000 86 0 14 21.76 78 2 20 16.86
10 0 91 9 4.11 0 98 2 4.02
HTP-DR 100 3 83 14 4.13 4 79 17 4.16
1000 4 88 8 4.06 5 61 34 4.39
With probability close to one, HTP-SAVE either correctly identifies or overfits A when
p = 100 or p = 1000. The average model size of HTP-SAVE for Model II is not much
larger than 4, indicating very mild overfitting. From the average model size, we see
that HTP-SIR underfits and misses all four variables with high probability. This is as
expected because condition (4.3) is violated for this model. HTP-DR has very similar
performance to HTP-SAVE for this model.
The comparison of Model III is reported in Table 3. Model III involves quartic
functions x41, x
4
p, as well as a monotone function 3 exp(.8x2+.6xp−1), and is thus favorable
for the directional regression. Both HTP-SIR and HTP-SAVE would fail. HTP-SIR
misses two variables on average, which should be x1 and xp involved in the two quartic
terms. As we have seen in Table 1, HTP-SAVE either underfits or overfits with a large
probability due to the monotone function 3 exp(.8x2 + .6xp−1). HTP-DR still enjoys
good performance for Model III, and correctly recovers A with a large probability. The
average model size is always close to 4, indicating a good overall fit.
To check the performances of the HTP algorithms for nonnormal predictors, consider
X = (x1, . . . , xp)
T with : case (i), xi ∼ Uniform(1, 2); case (ii), xi ∼ Exponential(1); case
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Table 4: Comparison among three HTP algorithms for Model III with nonnormal X.
p = 1000 case (i), Uniform case (ii), Exponential case (iii), Geometric
Method UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS
HTP-SIR 0 88 12 4.12 0 99 1 4.01 1 98 1 4.00
HTP-SAVE 0 25 75 5.62 7 72 19 4.39 27 17 56 5.58
HTP-DR 0 93 7 4.08 5 81 14 4.06 11 86 3 3.82
(iii), xi ∼ Geometric(.5). In all three cases, xi is independent of xj for i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p.
We focus on Model III with n = 300 and p = 1000, and report the results in Table 4. We
see that HTP-DR with nonnormal predictors has similar performance compared to its
counterpart with normal predictors in Table 3. HTP-SAVE has unstable performance as
before. The performance of HTP-SIR with nonnormal predictors actually has significant
improvement over its counterpart with normal predictors in Table 3. We have seen before
that SIR-based method can not pick up quartic terms x41, x
4
p involved in Model III with
xi ∼ N(0, 1). This happens because the symmetry of the xi distribution coincides with
the symmetry of the link function x4i . Since the distribution of the nonnormal xi is no
longer symmetric about 0, HTP-SIR is able to select x1 and xp in the quartic terms.
We conclude from Table 4 that the proposed HTP algorithms are not sensitive to the
normality assumption of the predictors.
Next we focus on the challenging case of p = 1000, and compare the performances
of HTP-DR with existing methods in Table 5. Only COP (Zhong et al., 2012) and
SIRI (Jiang and Liu, 2013) are included in the comparison, as other methods such as
CISE (Chen et al., 2010) can not handle p > n. The R codes for COP and SIRI are
made available by the respective authors. COP works well for Model I, and underfits for
Models II and III. COP has similar performances to HTP-SIR as both the methods are
based on SIR. SIRI works well for Models I and III, and is likely to underfit for Model
II. We suspect the relatively large structure dimension q = 4 in Model II is a probable
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Table 5: Comparison between COP, SIRI and HTP-DR. Selection performances based
on p = 1000 and N = 100 repetitions are reported.
ρ = 0 ρ = .5
Model Method UF CF OF MS UF CF OF MS
COP 0 86 14 4.14 0 85 15 4.16
I SIRI 0 66 34 4.46 0 86 14 4.19
HTP-DR 0 96 4 4.04 0 94 6 4.08
COP 100 0 0 4.00 100 0 0 4.00
II SIRI 52 38 10 3.79 36 45 19 4.05
HTP-DR 7 44 49 4.76 7 45 48 4.91
COP 100 0 0 3.09 100 0 0 3.15
III SIRI 1 99 0 3.99 2 98 0 3.98
HTP-DR 4 88 8 4.06 5 61 34 4.39
Table 6: Comparison between SIS, DC-SIS and FTP algorithms for screening. Frequen-
cies of cases including all active predictors are reported based on p = 2000 and N = 100
repetitions.
ρ = 0 ρ = .5
Method Model I Model II Model III Model I Model II Model III
SIS 15 0 3 97 1 23
DC-SIS 100 100 100 100 100 100
FTP-SIR 100 0 0 100 0 0
FTP-SAVE 12 97 7 10 98 31
FTP-DR 100 97 98 100 98 97
cause for the deficiency of SIRI. HTP-DR completely avoids estimating the structure
dimension q, and has decent overall performance.
To compare the screening performances of the FTP algorithms, we report in Table
6 the frequencies in N = 100 repetitions when all the significant predictors are included
after screening. The FTP algorithms that are based on SIR, SAVE and the directional
regression are denoted by FTP-SIR, FTP-SAVE and FTP-DR respectively. The sure
independence screening (SIS) in Fan and Lv (2008) and the distance correlation-based
SIS (DC-SIS) (Li et al., 2012) are also included. The model size of SIS and DC-SIS
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Table 7: Classification results based on LDA for the leukemia data.
Method COP SIRI HTP-SIR HTP-SAVE HTP-DR
Training error counts 0 1 2 NA 2
Testing error counts 2 1 2 NA 1
Number of genes selected 2 6 1 0 2
is set to be [n/ logn], while the model size of FTP is determined by the BIC criterion
in (5.1). SIS does not work well as it is designed for linear models. FTP-SIR works
well for Model I as the significant predictors appear in the monotone link functions.
FTP-SAVE works well for Model II as the significant predictors appear in the quadratic
link functions. FTP-DR performs similarly to the state of the art method DC-SIS, and
retains all active predictors with probability close to one across all the three models. In
addition, the BIC in (5.1) for FTP-DR leads to average model size of 20, which is much
smaller compared to [300/ log 300] = 53, the model size of DC-SIS.
6.2. Real data analysis
We consider the leukemia data from the high-density Affymetrix oligonucleotide ar-
rays (Golub et al, 1999). This data set has become a benchmark in many gene expression
studies. See, for example, Dettling (2004). There are 38 training samples and 34 testing
samples, with 3571 genes in each sample. The response is 0 or 1 describing two subtypes
of leukemia. We first perform variable selection that is based on the training set, build
a classification rule with the linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and then apply this
rule to the testing set. We compare the classification results together with the number
of genes selected in Table 7. HTP-SAVE fails to select any significant gene, suggesting
that the subtypes of leukemia may depend on the genes through some monotone link
functions. COP, SIRI, HTP-SIR and HTP-DR all lead to similar classification perfor-
mances. While both SIRI and HTP-DR have the smallest testing error count, HTP-DR
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needs only 2 genes compared to 6 genes selected by SIRI.
7. Discussions
For high dimensional data with unknown link functions between predictors and response,
it is desirable to perform variable selection in a model-free fashion. We have proposed
a versatile framework for variable selection via stepwise trace pursuit, which can be
viewed as a model-free counterpart of the classical stepwise regression. An important
connection between sufficient dimension reduction and model-free variable selection is
revealed in Cook (2004) via the marginal coordinate test. However, it is not applicable
when p is larger than n. Stepwise trace pursuit provides the missing link between
sufficient dimension reduction and model-free variable selection in the high dimensional
settings. While our discussions in this paper are based on SIR, SAVE and the directional
regression, the general principle of trace pursuit allows its extension to other sufficient
dimension reduction methods as well.
As an important preprocessing step for ultrahigh dimensional data, variable screening
is first proposed in Fan and Lv (2008) and has received much attention in the recent
literature (Zhu et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; He et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2013, Lin et al
2013). Forward trace pursuit is introduced in this paper for model-free variable screening
under the sufficient dimension reduction framework. The screening consistency property
of forward regression in linear models is established in Wang (2009), which is extended
to model-free setting via SIR-based forward trace pursuit. The theoretical properties of
forward trace pursuit approaches that are based on other sufficient dimension reduction
methods warrant future investigation.
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8. Appendix: Proofs
8.1. Proofs of Theorems in Section 2
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λq be the q nonzero eigenvalues of MSIR.
Denote η1, . . . ,ηq as the corresponding eigenvectors. Let βi = Σ
−1/2ηi for i = 1, . . . , q.
Note that MSIR =
∑q
i=1 λiηiη
T
i = Σ
1/2
(∑q
i=1 λiβiβ
T
i
)
Σ1/2. Thus we have
tr(MSIR) = tr
{
Σ
( q∑
i=1
λiβiβ
T
i
)}
. (8.1)
The LCM assumption (2.1) guarantees that βi ∈ SY |X. For βi = (βi,1, . . . , βi,p)T , let
βi,A = {βi,j : j ∈ A} and βi,Ac = {βi,j : j ∈ Ac}. The fact that Y XAc|XA and the
definition of SY |X together imply that βi,Ac = 0. Hence (8.1) becomes
tr(MSIR) = tr
{
ΣA
( q∑
i=1
λiβi,Aβ
T
i,A
)}
, (8.2)
where XA = {xi : i ∈ A} and ΣA = Var(XA). By definition, we have
tr(MSIRA ) = tr{Cov(E(ZA|Y ))} = tr{Σ−1A Cov(E(XA|Y ))}. (8.3)
Assume A = {1, 2, . . . , K} without loss of generality. Note that
Cov(E(X|Y )) = Σ1/2MSIRΣ1/2 = Σ
( q∑
i=1
λiβiβ
T
i
)
Σ
=
 ΣA ΣA,Ac
ΣAc,A ΣAc

∑qi=1 λiβi,AβTi,A 0
0 0

 ΣA ΣA,Ac
ΣAc,A ΣAc
 ,
the upper left block of which implies that Cov(E(XA|Y )) = ΣA
(∑q
i=1 λiβi,Aβ
T
i,A
)
ΣA.
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Plug it into (8.3), and we get tr(MSIRA ) = tr
{
ΣA
(∑q
i=1 λiβi,Aβ
T
i,A
)}
. Together with
(8.2), we have tr(MSIRA ) = tr(M
SIR). For F satisfying A ⊆ F , the proof is similar and
omitted. ✷
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Condition (2.5) implies that for F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c, we have
E(xj |XF) = ET (xjXF)Σ−1F XF . Recall that |F| denotes the cardinality of F . For the
first part, define (|F|+ 1)× (|F|+ 1) dimensional matrices A and C as
A =
 I|F| 0
−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F 1
 and C =
ΣF 0
0 σ2j|F
 . (8.4)
Recall that Uh = E(X|Y ∈ Jh). It is easy to check that
AXF∪j =
XF
xj|F
 and AUF∪j,h =
 UF ,h
E(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
 . (8.5)
Because E(XFxj|F) = E{XFE(xj|F |XF)} = 0, we have Var(AXF∪j) = AΣF∪jAT = C.
HenceΣ−1F∪j = A
TC−1A. Together with tr(MSIRF∪j) = tr
{
Σ−1F∪j
(∑H
h=1 phUF∪j,hU
T
F∪j,h
)}
,
we get
tr(MSIRF∪j) = tr
(
C−1
{
H∑
h=1
ph(AUF∪j,h)(AUF∪j,h)
T
})
. (8.6)
Plug (8.4) and (8.5) into (8.6), and we get
tr(MSIRF∪j) = tr
{
Σ−1F
(
H∑
h=1
phUF ,hU
T
F ,h
)}
+
H∑
h=1
phσ
−2
j|FE
2(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh).
It follows immediately that tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF ) =
∑H
h=1 phγ
2
j|F ,h.
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For the second part, note that Y XAc|XA, A ⊆ F and j ∈ F c together imply that
Y xj |XF . Thus we have E(xj |Y,XF) = E(xj |XF). It follows that
E(xj |Y ) = E{E(xj|Y,XF)|Y } = E{E(xj |XF)|Y }. (8.7)
As a result E(xj|F |Y ) = E[{xj − E(xj |XF)}|Y ] = 0 and γj|F ,h = 0. Hence tr(MSIRF∪j)−
tr(MSIRF ) = 0. ✷
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Define A and C as in (8.4). Denote BF ,h = ΣF −VF ,h +
UF ,hU
T
F ,h. It follows that
tr(MSAVEF∪j ) =
H∑
h=1
phtr
(
Σ−1F∪jBF∪j,hΣ
−1
F∪jBF∪j,h
)
.
By noticing Var(XF∪j) = ΣF∪j and Var(AXF∪j) = C, we have Σ
−1
F∪j = A
TC−1A. Let
Dh = C
−1/2ABF∪j,hA
TC−1/2. Then
tr(MSAVEF∪j ) =
H∑
h=1
phtr
(
C−1ABF∪j,hA
TC−1ABF∪j,hA
T
)
=
H∑
h=1
phtr(DhDh).
To calculate ABF∪j,hA
T = A
(
ΣF∪j −VF∪j,h +UF∪j,hUTF∪j,h
)
AT , note that
AΣF∪jA
T =
ΣF 0
0 σ2j|F
 ,AVF∪j,hAT =
 VF ,h E(XFxj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
ET (XFxj|F |Y ∈ Jh) E(x2j|F |Y ∈ Jh)
 ,
and AUF∪j,hU
T
F∪j,hA
T =
 UF ,hUTF ,h UF ,hE(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
UTF ,hE(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh) E2(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
 .
Let ψj|F ,h = UF ,hE(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh) − E(XFxj|F |Y ∈ Jh) and D22 = σ2j|F − E(x2j|F |Y ∈
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Jh) + E
2(xj|F |Y ∈ Jh). Then
ABF∪j,hA
T =
 BF ,h ψj|F ,h
ψTj|F ,h D22

It follows that Dh = C
−1/2ABF∪j,hA
TC−1/2 becomes
Dh =
Σ−1/2F BF ,hΣ−1/2F φj|F ,h
φTj|F ,h 1− ζj|F ,h + γ2j|F ,h
 .
The conclusion of the first part is then obvious.
For the second part, we now show that φj|F ,h = 0, γj|F ,h = 0, and ζj|F ,h = 1. Note
that γj|F ,h = 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Similar to (8.7) where we have shown
E(xj |Y ) = E{E(xj |XF)|Y }, it can be shown that E(xjXF |Y ) = E{XFE(xj |XF)|Y }.
Hence E(xj|F |Y ) = 0 and E(XFxj|F |Y ) = 0. It follows that Cov(XF , xj|F |Y ) = 0,
and φj|F ,h = −Σ−1/2F Cov(XF , xj|F |Y ∈ Jh) = 0. It remains to show that ζj|F ,h =
E(γ2j|F |Y ∈ Jh) = 1, or E(x2j|F |Y ) = Var(xj|F). Because xj|F = xj − E(xj |XF) and
Cov{xj , E(xj |XF)} = E{xjE(xj |XF)} = Var{E(xj |XF)}, we have
Var(xj|F) = Var(xj)−Var{E(xj |XF)} = E{Var(xj |XF)}. (8.8)
The subset CCV condition (2.6) implies that E{(xj − E(xj |XF))2|Y,XF} = E{(xj −
E(xj |XF))2|XF} = Var(xj |XF). Thus we have
E(x2j|F |Y ) = E{(xj −E(xj |XF))2|Y,XF} = E{Var(xj |XF)|Y }. (8.9)
Compare (8.8) with (8.9) and we get the desired result. ✷
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. LetMDR1F∪j =
∑H
h=1 ph
(
I|F|+1 −Σ−1/2F∪j VF∪j,hΣ−1/2F∪j
)2
,MDR2F∪j =∑H
h=1 phΣ
−1/2
F∪j UF∪j,hU
T
F∪j,hΣ
−1/2
F∪j , andm
DR3
F∪j =
∑H
h=1 phU
T
F∪j,hΣ
−1
F∪jUF∪j,h. ThenM
DR
F∪j/2
can be written as
MDR1F∪j +
(
MDR2F∪j
)2
+mDR3F∪jM
DR2
F∪j . (8.10)
The first term in (8.10) can be shown to satisfy
tr(MDR1F∪j ) = tr(M
DR1
F ) +
H∑
h=1
ph
{
(1− ζj|F ,h)2 + 2νTj|F ,hνj|F ,h
}
.
The second term in (8.10) can be shown to satisfy
tr
{
(MDR2F∪j )
2
}
= tr
{
(MDR2F )
2
}
+ 2ιTj|Fιj|F + ̺
2
j|F .
The last term in (8.10) can be shown to satisfy
tr
(
mDR3F∪jM
DR2
F∪j
)
= tr
(
mDR3F M
DR2
F
)
+ 2κF̺j|F + ̺
2
j|F .
Together we get the first part of Theorem 2.3. For the second part, we have seen in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 that γj|F ,h = 0, and ζj|F ,h = 1 given that A ⊆ F . It is easy to see
that νj|F ,h = 0, ιj|F = 0 and ̺j|F = 0. The conclusion is then obvious. ✷
8.2. Proofs of Theorems in Section 3
We use Frechet derivative representation to derive the asymptotic distributions of
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T SIRj|F , T
SAVE
j|F and T
DR
j|F . Let F be the joint distribution of (X, Y ) and Fn be the empirical
distribution based on the i.i.d. sample (X1, Y1), . . . , (Xn, Yn). Let G be a real or matrix
valued functional. Then G(Fn) has the following asymptotic expansion under regularity
conditions,
G(Fn) = G(F ) + En{G∗(F )}+Op(n−1), (8.11)
where G(F ) is nonrandom, and En{G∗(F )} = Op(n−1/2) as G∗(F ) satisfies E{G∗(F )} =
0. Please refer to Fernholz (1983) for more details about Frechet derivative and the
regularity conditions.
Recall the following definitions involved in Theorem 3.1: Rh = I(Y ∈ Jh), ph =
E(I(Y ∈ Jh)), ΣF = Var(XF), UF ,h = E(XF |Y ∈ Jh), xj|F = xj − E(xj |XF), σ2j|F =
Var(xj|F), γj|F = xj|F/σj|F , and γj|F ,h = E(γj|F |Y ∈ Jh). Denote uj,h = E(xj |Y ∈
Jh) and ϑj|F = Σ
−1
F E(xjXF). Then for F ⊂ I and j ∈ F c, condition (2.5) implies
E(xj |XF) = ϑTj|FXF .
Lemma 1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Under H0 : Y xj |XF , j ∈
F c, the expansions of ΣˆF , Σˆ−1F , UˆF ,h, ϑˆj|F , and γˆj|F ,h have the form (8.11), where
we replace G(F ) with ΣF , Σ
−1
F , UF ,h, ϑj|F , or γj|F ,h, and we replace G
∗(F ) with
Σ∗F = XFX
T
F − ΣF , (Σ−1F )∗ = −Σ−1F Σ∗FΣ−1F , U∗F ,h = (XF − UF ,h)Rh/ph − XF ,
ϑ∗j|F = Σ
−1
F {xjXF − E(xjXF)} +
(
Σ−1F
)∗
E(xjXF), or γ
∗
j|F ,h = {u∗j,h − (ϑ∗j|F)TUF ,h −
ϑTj|FU
∗
F ,h}/σj|F .
Proof of Lemma 1. The expansions of ΣˆF , Σˆ
−1
F , UˆF ,h and ϑj|F are similar to those
in Lemma 1 in Li and Wang (2007), and thus omitted. With condition (2.5), we have
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xj|F = xj − E(xj|XF) = xj − ϑTj|FXF . For the expansion of γˆj|F ,h, notice that
σj|Fγj|F ,h = E(xj − ϑTj|FXF |Y ∈ Jh) = uj,h − ϑTj|FUF ,h.
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that γj|F ,h = 0 with Y xj |XF and condi-
tion (2.5). Taking Frechet derivative on both sides of the listed equation above, we get
σj|Fγ
∗
j|F ,h = u
∗
j,h − (ϑ∗j|F)TUF ,h − ϑTj|FU∗F ,h. ✷
Note that uj,h is a special case of UF ,h with F replaced by j. Thus expansion of uˆj,h
follows the same form of UˆF ,h and is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let LˆSIRj|F = (pˆ
1/2
1 γˆj|F ,1, . . . , pˆ
1/2
H γˆj|F ,H)
T . Then T SIRj|F =
n
∑H
h=1 pˆhγˆ
2
j|F ,h can be written as n(Lˆ
SIR
j|F )
T LˆSIRj|F . Because γj|F ,h = 0 with Y xj |XF and
condition (2.5), LˆSIRj|F has expansion
LˆSIRj|F = L
SIR
j|F + En{(LSIRj|F )∗}+ oP (n−1/2),
where (LSIRj|F )
∗ = (p
1/2
1 γ
∗
j|F ,1, . . . , p
1/2
H γ
∗
j|F ,H)
T , and γ∗j|F ,h is provided in Lemma 1. Define
ΩSIRj|F = E((L
SIR
j|F )
∗{(LSIRj|F )∗}T ), and the result of Theorem 3.1 follows directly. ✷
Recall the following definitions involved in Theorem 3.2: νj|F ,h = Σ
−1/2
F E(XFγj|F |Y ∈
Jh), ζj|F ,h = E(γ
2
j|F |Y ∈ Jh), φj|F ,h = Σ−1/2F
{
UF ,hγj|F ,h − E(XFγj|F |Y ∈ Jh)
}
, and
VF ,h = E(XF X
T
F |Y ∈ Jh).
Lemma 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Under H0 : Y xj |XF ,
j ∈ F c, the expansions of VˆF ,h, νˆj|F ,h, φˆj|F ,h, ζˆj|F ,h have the form (8.11), where we
replace G(F ) with VF ,h, νj|F ,h, φj|F ,h, or ζj|F ,h, and we replace G
∗(F ) with V∗F ,h =
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(XFX
T
FRh −VF ,h)/ph −XF(U∗F ,h)T − (U∗F ,h)XTF , ν∗j|F ,h = Σ−1/2F (xjXF − E(xjXF) −
V∗Fϑj|F − VFϑ∗j|F)/σj|F , φ∗j|F ,h = Σ−1/2F UF ,hγ∗j|F ,h − ν∗j|F ,h, or ζ∗j|F ,h = {(−ϑTj|F , 1)
V∗F∪j,h(−ϑTj|F , 1)T + 2(−(ϑ∗j|F)T , 1)VF∪j,h(−ϑTj|F , 1)T − (σ2j|F)∗}/σ2j|F .
Proof of Lemma 2. The expansion of VˆF ,h is parallel to the expansion of Vˆh in
Lemma 1 of Li and Wang (2007). The expansion of νˆj|F ,h uses the same technique as
the expansion of γˆj|F ,h in Lemma 1. The expansion of φˆj|F ,h is obvious by noticing that
γj|F ,h = 0 with Y xj |XF and condition (2.5). For the expansion of ζˆj|F ,h, notice that
σ2j|Fζj|F ,h = E
(
(xj − ϑTj|FXF)2|Y ∈ Jh
)
= (−ϑTj|F , 1)VF∪j,h(−ϑTj|F , 1)T .
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that ζj|F ,h = 1 with Y xj |XF , conditions
(2.5) and (2.6). Taking Frechet derivative on both sides of the listed equation above, we
get the desired result. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let (LˆSAVEj|F )
T = {(LˆSAVE1j|F )T , (LˆSAVE2j|F )T} with LˆSAVE1j|F =
{pˆ1/21 (1− ζˆj|F ,1+ γˆ2j|F ,1), . . . , pˆ1/2H (1− ζˆj|F ,H + γˆ2j|F ,H)}T and LˆSAVE2j|F = (
√
2pˆ
1/2
1 φˆ
T
j|F ,1, . . . ,
√
2pˆ
1/2
H φˆ
T
j|F ,H)
T . Then T SAVEj|F = n(Lˆ
SAVE
j|F )
T LˆSAVEj|F . Let (L
SAVE1
j|F )
∗ = (p
1/2
1 ζ
∗
j|F ,1, . . . ,
p
1/2
H ζ
∗
j|F ,H)
T , (LSAVE2j|F )
∗ = {√2p1/21 (φ∗j|F ,1)T , . . .,
√
2p
1/2
H (φ
∗
j|F ,H)
T}T , and {(LSAVEj|F )∗}T =
({(LSAVE1j|F )∗}T , {(LSAVE2j|F )∗}T ). Here φ∗j|F ,h and ζ∗j|F ,h are provided in Lemma 2. With
Y xj |XF , conditions (2.5) and (2.6), we have γj|F ,h = 0 and ζj|F ,h = 1. It follows that
LˆSAVEj|F = L
SAVE
j|F + En{(LSAVEj|F )∗}+ oP (n−1/2).
Let ΩSAVEj|F = E((L
SAVE
j|F )
∗{(LSAVEj|F )∗}T ). The result of Theorem 3.2 follows directly. ✷
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Recall the following definitions involved in Theorem 3.3: ιj|F ,h = Σ
−1/2
F UF ,hγj|F ,h,
ιj|F =
∑H
h=1 phιj|F ,h, ̺j|F =
∑H
h=1 phγ
2
j|F ,h, and κF =
∑H
h=1 ph U
T
F ,hΣ
−1
F UF ,h. Proof of
the following lemma is obvious and omitted.
Lemma 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Under H0 : Y xj |XF , j ∈
F c, the expansion of ιˆj|F ,h has the form (8.11), where we replace G(F ) with ιj|F ,h, and
we replace G∗(F ) with ι∗j|F ,h = Σ
−1/2
F UF ,hγ
∗
j|F ,h.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let LˆDR1j|F = {
√
2pˆ
1/2
1 (1 − ζˆj|F ,1), . . . ,
√
2pˆ
1/2
H (1 − ζˆj|F ,H)}T ,
LˆDR2j|F = {2pˆ1/21 νˆTj|F ,1, . . . , 2pˆ1/2H νˆTj|F ,H}T , ℓˆDR3j|F = 2
∑H
h=1 pˆhγˆ
2
j|F ,h, Lˆ
DR4
j|F = 2
∑H
h=1 pˆhιˆj|F ,h,
and LˆDR5j|F = {2(κˆF pˆ1)1/2γˆj|F ,1, . . . , 2(κˆF pˆH)1/2 γˆj|F ,H}T . Then TDRj|F = n(LˆDRj|F)T LˆDRj|F with
LˆDRj|F = {(LˆDR1j|F )T , (LˆDR2j|F )T , ℓˆDR3j|F , (LˆDR4j|F )T , (LˆDR5j|F )T}T .
Let (LDRj|F)
∗ = ({(LDR1j|F )∗}T , {(LDR2j|F )∗}T , (ℓDR3j|F )∗, {(LDR4j|F )∗}T , {(LDR5j|F )∗}T )T , where (LDR1j|F )∗
= {√2p1/21 (1 − ζj|F ,1)∗, . . . ,
√
2p
1/2
H (1 − ζ∗j|F ,H)}T , (LDR2j|F )∗ = {2p1/21 (ν∗j|F ,1)T , . . . , 2p1/2H
(ν∗j|F ,H)
T}T , (ℓDR3j|F )∗ = 0, (LDR4j|F )∗ = 2
∑H
h=1 ph ι
∗
j|F ,h, and (L
DR5
j|F )
∗ = {2(κFp1)1/2(γ∗j|F ,1)T ,
. . . , 2(κFpH)
1/2(γ∗j|F ,H)
T}T . Here γ∗j|F ,h is provided in Lemma 1, ν∗j|F ,h and ζ∗j|F ,h are pro-
vided in Lemma 2, and ι∗j|F ,h is provided in Lemma 3. With Y xj |XF , conditions (2.5)
and (2.6), we have γj|F ,h = 0, ζj|F ,h = 1, νj|F ,h = 0. It follows that
LˆDRj|F = L
DR
j|F + En{(LDRj|F)∗}+ oP (n−1/2).
Define ΩDRj|F = E((L
DR
j|F)
∗{(LDRj|F)∗}T ), and the result of Theorem 3.3 follows directly. ✷
With the expansion forms in the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we construct
consistent estimators forΩSIRj|F ,Ω
SAVE
j|F andΩ
DR
j|F as follows: Ωˆ
SIR
j|F = En((L
SIR
j|F )
∗{(LSIRj|F )∗}T ),
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ΩˆSAVEj|F = En((L
SAVE
j|F )
∗{(LSAVEj|F )∗}T ), and ΩˆDRj|F = En((LDRj|F)∗{(LDRj|F)∗}T ). Then the esti-
mated weights ωˆSIRj|F ,k, ωˆ
SAVE
j|F ,k and ωˆ
DR
j|F ,k are the kth eigenvalue of Ωˆ
SIR
j|F , Ωˆ
SAVE
j|F and Ωˆ
DR
j|F
respectively.
8.3. Proofs of Theorems in Section 4
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For any j ∈ F c∩A, we know from Theorem 2.1 and the
fact xj|F = xj − ET (xjXF)Σ−1F XF that
σ2j|F{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )} = Var(xj|F |Y )
={−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}Var{E((XTF , xj)|Y )}{−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}T
={−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}PVar{E(X|Y )}PT{−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}T .
(8.12)
Here P =
(
I|F|+1, 0(|F|+1)×(p−|F|−1)
)
, and we assume without loss of generality that the
first |F| + 1 elements of XT are (XTF , xj). Since MSIR = Var{E(Z|Y )} =
∑q
i=1 λiηiη
T
i
and βi = Σ
−1/2ηi, we have
Var{E(X|Y )} = Σ1/2(
q∑
i=1
λiηiη
T
i )Σ
1/2 = Σ(
q∑
i=1
λiβiβ
T
i )Σ. (8.13)
Recall that I = {1, . . . , p}. Denote ΣF1,F2 = E(XTF1XF2) for any F1,F2 ⊆ I. It follows
{−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}PΣβi = {−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}ΣF∪j,Iβi
=
(
Σj,I −Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,I
)
βi =
(
Σj,Fc −Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc
)
βi,Fc ,
where the last equality is true because
(
Σj,F −Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,F
)
βi,F = 0. By the defini-
tion of A in (1.1) and the fact that Span(β1, . . . ,βq) = SY |X, we know βi,Fc∩Ac = 0.
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Thus for i = 1, . . . , q,
{−ET (xjXF)Σ−1F , 1}PΣβi =
(
Σj,Fc∩A −Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A
)
βi,Fc∩A. (8.14)
(8.12), (8.13) and (8.14) together imply that
σ2j|F{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )} =
q∑
i=1
λi{(Σj,Fc∩A −Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A)βi,Fc∩A}2.
By noticing that
∑
j∈Fc∩A{(Σj,Fc∩A − Σj,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A)βi,Fc∩A}2 = βTi,Fc∩A(ΣFc∩A −
ΣFc∩A,FΣ
−1
F ΣF ,Fc∩A)
2βi,Fc∩A, and λmin(ΣFc∩A−ΣFc∩A,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A) = λ−1max{(ΣFc∩A−
ΣFc∩A,FΣ
−1
F ΣF ,Fc∩A)
−1} ≥ λ−1max(Σ−1) = λmin(Σ), we have
max
j∈Fc∩A
σ2j|F{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )} ≥ |F c ∩A|−1
∑
j∈Fc∩A
[
σ2j|F{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )}
]
= |F c ∩A|−1
q∑
i=1
λiβ
T
i,Fc∩A(ΣFc∩A −ΣFc∩A,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A)2βi,Fc∩A
≥ |F c ∩ A|−1
q∑
i=1
λiλ
2
min(ΣFc∩A −ΣFc∩A,FΣ−1F ΣF ,Fc∩A)βTi,Fc∩Aβi,Fc∩A
≥ λqλ2min(Σ)|F c ∩A|−1
q∑
i=1
βTi,Fc∩Aβi,Fc∩A ≥ λqλ2min(Σ)β2min.
The proof is then completed by noting that maxj∈Fc∩A{tr(MSIRF∪j)−tr(MSIRF )} ≥ maxj∈Fc∩A
σ2j|F{tr(MSIRF∪j)− tr(MSIRF )}/maxj∈Fc∩A σ2j|F and σ2j|F ≤ Var(xj) ≤ λmax(Σ). ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For part 1, denote ∆ = ςn−ξmin − n−1c¯SIR > 0. Because 0 <
c¯SIR < ςn1−ξmin/2, we have ∆ = OP (n
−ξmin). When F c∩A 6= ∅,
{
tr
(
MˆSIRF∪j
)− tr(MˆSIRF )}−{
tr
(
MSIRF∪j
)− tr(MSIRF )} = OP (n−1/2). Note that 0 < ξmin < 1/2. Thus as n goes to
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infinity, with probability approaching 1,
max
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
[{
tr
(
MSIRF∪aF
)− tr(MSIRF )}− {tr(MˆSIRF∪aF )− tr(MˆSIRF )}] < ∆.
Together with (4.3), we know with probability approaching 1,
min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
{
tr
(
MˆSIRF∪aF
)− tr(MˆSIRF )} > min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
{
tr
(
MSIRF∪aF
)− tr(MSIRF )}
− max
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
[{
tr
(
MSIRF∪aF
)− tr(MSIRF )}− {tr(MˆSIRF∪aF )− tr(MˆSIRF )}]
> ςn−ξmin −∆ = n−1c¯SIR.
Multiply both sides by n and we get Pr(minF :Fc∩A6=∅maxj∈Fc∩A T
SIR
j|F > c¯
SIR)→ 1.
In part 2, note that F c∩A = ∅ implies A ⊆ F . Then j ∈ F implies either j ∈ A or
j ∈ {F\A}. If j ∈ A, then {F\j}c∩A 6= ∅. As n goes to infinity, tr(MˆSIRF
)−tr(MˆSIR{F\j})
converges to tr
(
MSIRF
) − tr(MSIR{F\j}). Condition (4.3) implies that for any j ∈ A,
T SIRj|{F\j} > ςn
1−ξmin/2 with probability 1. If j ∈ {F\A}, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that
T SIRj|{F\j} converges to a sum of weighted χ
2, which is Op(1) and is asymptotically smaller
than ςn1−ξmin/2. Thus for F c ∩ A = ∅, minj∈F T SIRj|{F\j} = OP (1) < Cn1−ξmin with
ξmin < 1 and C > 0. It follows that Pr(maxF :Fc∩A=∅minj∈F T
SIR
j|{F\j} < c
SIR) → 1 if we
set cSIR > Cn1−ξmin . ✷
For stepwise SAVE, we replace condition (4.3) with
min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
{tr(MSAVEF∪j )− tr(MSAVEF )} > ςn−ξmin. (8.15)
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For stepwise directional regression, we replace condition (4.3) with
min
F :Fc∩A6=∅
max
j∈Fc∩A
{tr(MDRF∪j)− tr(MDRF )} > ςn−ξmin . (8.16)
Conditions (8.15) and (8.16) are parallel to condition (4.3), and will guarantee the
selection consistency of stepwise SAVE and stepwise directional regression respectively.
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we present the following useful lem-
mas. For a = (a1, . . . , ap)
T ∈ Rp, let ‖a‖∞ = max1≤i≤p |ai|, ‖a‖1 =
∑p
i=1 |ai|, and
‖a‖2 =
√∑p
i=1 a
2
i . For A = {aij} ∈ Rp×p, let ‖A‖∞ = max1≤i,j≤p |aij|.
Lemma 4. For h = 1, . . . , H, let Wh = p
−1/2
h (I(Y ∈ Jh)− ph) and αh = Σ−1E(XWh).
Then tr(MSIR) = (H − 1)−∑Hh=1E(Wh −XTαh)2.
Proof of Lemma 4. We notice that for h = 1, . . . , H ,
E(Wh −XTαh)2 = E(W 2h ) + E(αhTXXTαh)− 2E(WhXTαh)
= E(W 2h )−αhTΣαh = (1− ph)− p−1h E{ZT I(Y ∈ Jh)}E{ZI(Y ∈ Jh)}.
Add over h and we get the desired result. ✷
Lemma 5. LetWSIR = Var{E(X|Y )} and let WˆSIR be its corresponding sample estima-
tor. Denote p0 = min1≤h≤H ph, τ0 = 1.25 exp{1+ (10τmin)−1/2τ 1/2max}, D1 = 2+8τ 20 , D2 =
(10τmin)
1/2D1, D3 = 2Hτ
1/2
maxp
−1
0 D2 and D4 = D3+Hp
−1
0 D
2
2 +(2+12.5e
2)2. Then under
the same conditions of Theorem 5.1, we have max1≤i,j≤p |WˆSIRij −WSIRij | ≤ D4
√
log p/n
with probability tending to 1.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let Uh = E{XI(Y ∈ Jh)} and let Uˆh = En{XI(Y ∈ Jh)} be its
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sample estimator. By the definition of WSIR and WˆSIR, we have
WˆSIR −WSIR =
H∑
h=1
{pˆ−1h UˆhUˆh − p−1h UhUTh} − En(X)En(XT ).
Denote W(1) =
∑H
h=1 p
−1
h (Uˆh − Uh)UTh , W(2) =
∑H
h=1 p
−1
h Uh(Uˆh − Uh)T , W(3) =∑H
h=1 p
−1
h (Uˆh − Uh)(Uˆh − Uh)T , W(4) =
∑H
h=1(pˆhph)
−1(pˆh − ph)UˆhUˆTh , and W(5) =
En(X)En(X
T ). Then we have
WˆSIR −WSIR =W(1) +W(2) +W(3) +W(4) −W(5). (8.17)
Since X = (x1, . . . , xp)
T is normal, condition (C2) implies that E{exp(tx2i )} ≤ 1.25
for any t such that 0 ≤ t ≤ (10τmin)−1. Inequality exp(s) ≤ exp(s2 + 1) implies that
E{exp(t|xi|)} ≤ 1.25e as long as 0 ≤ t ≤ (10τmin)−1. Note that |xiI(Y ∈ Jh)| ≤
|xi| and |Uh,i| = |E{xiI(Y ∈ Jh)}| ≤ E(x2i )1/2 ≤ τ 1/2max. We have E{exp(t|xiI(Y ∈
Jh) − Uh,i|)} ≤ Eexp(t|xi|) exp{(10τmin)−1/2τ 1/2max} ≤ 1.25 exp{1 + (10τmin)−1/2τ 1/2max} for
0 ≤ t ≤ (10τmin)−1/2. Let ǫ = (10τmin)−1/2
√
log p/n. Following similar arguments in the
proof of Theorem 1 in Cai et al. (2011), we have
Pr(‖Uˆh − Uh‖∞ ≥ D2
√
log p/n)
≤2p exp(−D1 log p)[E exp{ǫ(xiI(Y ∈ Jh)− Uh,i)}]n
≤2p exp{−D1 log p+ nǫ2E(xiI(Y ∈ Jh)− Uh,i)2 exp(ǫ|xiI(Y ∈ Jh)− Uh,i|)}
≤2p exp{−D1 log p+ 8τ 20 log p} = 2p exp{−2 log p}.
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Thus we have
Pr(‖Uˆh − Uh‖∞ ≥ D2
√
log p/n) ≤ 2p−1. (8.18)
Moreover, it is easy to see that
‖Uh‖∞ ≤ τ 1/2maxp−1h ≤ τ 1/2maxp−10 . (8.19)
Combining (8.18) and (8.19), we see with probability tending to 1,
‖W(1) +W(2)‖∞ ≤ D3
√
log p/n. (8.20)
By (8.18) and condition (C4), we see with probability tending to 1,
‖W(3)‖∞ ≤ Hp−10 D22
√
log p/n. (8.21)
Similar to (8.18), we can also show that Pr(‖En(X)‖∞ ≥ {2 + 8(1.25e)2}
√
log p/n) ≤
2p−1. Under condition (C3), we have with probability tending to 1,
‖W(5)‖∞ ≤ (2 + 12.5e2)2
√
log p/n. (8.22)
Because pˆh − ph = OP (n−1/2), we know that ‖W(4)‖∞ = OP (n−1/2). Together with
(8.17), (8.20), (8.21), and (8.22), we get the desired result. ✷
Lemma 6. Assume conditions (C1) and (C2) hold. Then there exists D5 > 0 such that
max1≤i,j≤p |Σˆij −Σij| ≤ D5
√
log p/n with probability tending to 1.
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The proof of this Lemma is available in Cai et al. (2011) and thus omitted.
Lemma 7. Let δj|F = (−ϑTj|F , 1)T and δˆj|F = (−ϑˆ
T
j|F , 1)
T . DefineD6 = 1+16τ
−2
min(τmax)
2
and D0 = D4D6 + (4τ
−2
minτ
2
max + τ
−1
minτmax)D5D6. Assume the same conditions of Theo-
rem 5.1 hold. Suppose |F| = O(nξ0+ξmin). Then with probability tending to 1, we have
|δˆTj|FWˆSIRF∪jδˆj|F − δTj|FWSIRF∪jδj|F | ≤ D0|F|
√
log p/n.
Proof of Lemma 7. For any |F| = O(nξ0+ξmin), we know from Lemm 1 in Wang (2009)
that 2−1τmin < λmin(ΣˆF) < λmax(ΣˆF) < 2τmax. Moreover, λmax(W
SIR
F ) ≤ λmax(ΣF) <
τmax and λmax(Wˆ
SIR
F ) ≤ λmax(ΣˆF) < 2τmax. It follows that
‖δj|F‖22 = 1 + E(xjXTF)Σ−2F E(xjXF) ≤ 1 + τ−2min‖E(xjXF)‖22
≤ 1 + τ−2min(τmax)2,
(8.23)
and
‖δˆj|F‖22 = 1 + En(xjXTF)Σˆ−2F En(xjXF) ≤ 1 + 4τ−2min‖En(xjXF)‖22
≤ 1 + 16τ−2min(τmax)2.
(8.24)
By triangular inequality, we have
|δˆTj|FWˆSIRF∪jδˆj|F − δTj|FWSIRF∪jδj|F | ≤ |δˆ
T
j|FWˆ
SIR
F∪j δˆj|F − δˆ
T
j|FW
SIR
F∪j δˆj|F |
+ |δˆTj|FWSIRF∪jδˆj|F − δTj|FWSIRF∪jδj|F |
(8.25)
We bound the two terms of (8.25) respectively. Invoking Lemma 5 and (8.24), we have
|δˆTj|FWˆSIRF∪jδˆj|F − δˆ
T
j|FW
SIR
F∪jδˆj|F | ≤ ‖δˆ
T
j|F‖2ℓ2 |F| max1≤i,j≤p |Wˆ
SIR
ij −WSIRij |
≤ D4D6|F|
√
log p/n,
(8.26)
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and
|δˆTj|FWSIRF∪j δˆj|F − δTj|FWSIRF∪jδj|F | = |(δˆ
T
j|F + δ
T
j|F)
TWSIRF∪j(δˆ
T
j|F − δTj|F)|
≤ τmax‖δˆTj|F + δTj|F‖2‖δˆ
T
j|F − δTj|F‖2.
(8.27)
By (8.23) and(8.24), we have
‖δˆTj|F + δTj|F‖2 ≤ (‖δˆ
T
j|F‖2 + ‖δTj|F‖2) ≤ D6. (8.28)
Invoking Lemma 5 and 6, we can derive that
‖δˆTj|F − δTj|F‖2 = ‖Σˆ−1F En(xjXF)−Σ−1F E(xjXF)‖2
≤‖Σˆ−1F En(xjXF)−Σ−1F En(xjXF)‖2 + ‖Σ−1F En(xjXF)−Σ−1F E(xjXF)‖2
≤λ1/2max{
(
Σˆ−1F −Σ−1F
)2}‖En(xjXF)‖2 + λmax(Σ−1F )|F|1/2‖En(xjXF)−E(xjXF)‖∞
≤2τ−2min|F|D5
√
log p/n · 2τmax + τ−1min|F|1/2D5
√
log p/n.
It follows that
‖δˆTj|F − δTj|F‖2 ≤(4τ−2minτmax + τ−1min)D5
√
log p/n. (8.29)
(8.28) and (8.29) together suggest that
|δˆTj|FWSIRF∪jδˆj|F − δTj|FWSIRF∪jδj|F | ≤ (4τ−2minτ 2max + τ−1minτmax)D5D6|F|
√
log p/n. (8.30)
Plug (8.26), (8.27) and (8.30) into (8.25), and we get the desired result. ✷
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let C0 = 2Hς
−1. We first state the outline of the proof
as follows. Notice that |A| ≤ ̟nξ0 from condition (C4). To include |A| relevant pre-
dictors in the FTP algorithm within [C0̟n
ξ0+ξmin] steps, all we need to show is that
within [C0n
ξmin ] steps, at least one new significant variable will be selected by the FTP
algorithm, conditional on those already included. A complete proof would entail |A|
stages, with each stage focusing on the ith block of [C0n
ξmin ] steps in the FTP algo-
rithm, i = 1, . . . , |A|. Without loss of generality, we focus on the first block of [C0nξmin ]
steps in the FTP algorithm, and show that at least one significant variable will be
included.
Assume no relevant predictors have been selected in the first k steps, and we evaluate
what happens at the k + 1th step. Define
Ω(k) = tr
(
MˆSIRS(k)
)
− tr
(
MˆSIRS(k−1)
)
, k = 1, 2, . . . , [C0n
ξmin ].
From this definition, we have
∑[C0nξmin ]
k=1 Ω(k) = tr
(
MˆSIR
S([C0n
ξmin ]+1)
)
−tr
(
MˆSIR
S(0)
)
. Because
S(0) = ∅, it follows from Lemma 4 that
[C0nξmin ]∑
k=1
Ω(k) = tr
(
MˆSIR
S([C0n
ξmin ])
)
≤ H − 1. (8.31)
We will see later that
Ω(k) ≥ ςn−ξmin/2, if ak /∈ A, k = 1, 2, . . . , [C0nξmin ], (8.32)
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which implies
[C0nξmin ]∑
k=1
Ω(k) ≥ H if ak /∈ A, k = 1, 2, . . . , [C0nξmin ]. (8.33)
Together, (8.31) and (8.33) imply that there must exist ak ∈ A for some k such that
1 ≤ k ≤ [C0nξmin].
It remains to prove (8.32). By Theorem 3.1, we can derive that tr(MSIRF∪j)−tr(MSIRF ) =∑H
h=1 phγ
2
j|F ,h = σ
−2
j|Fδ
T
j|FW
SIR
F∪jδj|F for any F such that |F| < n. In the sample level,
we then have tr(MˆSIRF∪j)− tr(MˆSIRF ) = σˆ−2j|F δˆ
T
j|FWˆ
SIR
F∪jδˆj|F . From the proof of Lemma 3 in
Jiang and Liu (2013) and Lemma 6, we know that σˆ2j|F −σ2j|F = O(|F|
√
log p/n). Then
under condition (C3), we see that σˆ−2j|F ≥ σ−2j|F/2 provided that |F| = O(nξ0+ξmin). Note
that |S(k)| ≤ C0̟nξ0+ξmin. Then by Lemma 7 and condition (C3), we can get
Ω(k) ≥2−1σ−2
ak+1|S(k)
(δTak+1|S(k)W
SIR
S(k+1)δak+1|S(k) −D0|S(k+1)|
√
log p/n)
≥(ςn−ξmin/2− 2−1σ−2ak+1D0 · (C0̟)n(ξ0+ξmin) ·̟1/2nξ/2n−1/2)→ ςn−ξmin/2,
if ak /∈ A, k = 1, 2, . . . , [C0nξmin]. The proof is completed. ✷
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Define kmin = min1≤k≤n{k : A ⊂ S(k)}. Theorem 5.1 guar-
antees that kmin ≤ 2Hς−1̟nξ0+ξmin. Following the proof of Theorem 2 in Wang (2009),
it’s easy to prove that Pr
(
min0≤k<kmin{BIC(S(k) − BIC(S(k+1))} > 0
)
→ 1, and the
details are omitted. ✷
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